
Dear Supervisor Williams, please rescind the CCAO on September 14. These are the reasons this 

CCAo is a very bad idea. And rescinding this ordinance will also save taxpayer money and 

negate the need to put this on the ballot where it is sure to lose. Please show your constituents 

that you care about them and their concerns. We don’t more marijuana in our county. 

 

Deanna Apfel 

A Constituent  

 

* Wells and waterways are running dry throughout the County. There isn’t enough water for 

even normal residential and agricultural uses, much less protecting homes from fires. This 

situation will likely persist indefinitely into the future, not just until next winter. Rescinding 

this unpopular ordinance, which allows significant to massive expansion of a non-essential 

agricultural product, largely without watershed-wide data on groundwater and aquifers, 

would reassure the public that the Board of Supervisors recognizes the severity of the 

problem and the sacrifices residents across the County are already making. 

* Everyone wants to see time and money applied to finding and abating illegal grows and 

cleaning up the environmental pollution caused by illegal (and sometimes legal) cannabis 

operations. Rescinding the CCAO simplifies this complex task and sends the message that 

the citizens want to hear: cleaning up the existing mess is a higher priority to the Board than 

allowing cannabis expansion at this time. 

* There is strong countywide opposition to expanding cannabis cultivation at this time. In only 

28 days, volunteers gathered signatures from almost 20% of the total number of residents who 

voted in the last gubernatorial election! 

* Rescinding the CCAO, instead of putting it to a vote, would save county taxpayers the 

expense of a special election (≈$300,000)or the considerable expense of adding this measure 

to the next regularly scheduled election. These monies are sorely needed for programs and 

projects that will benefit Mendocino County citizens. 
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